
Reliable and futureproof data
platform for research
companies 

#SOLUTION

Microsoft Azure

Building an accurate, transparant and reliable

data platform in the cloud, on Microsoft Azure,

creates new opportunities for converting data into

visual dashboards, agile development of new

applications, meeting business requirements and

respond quickly to changing market demands. 

Data has evolved into a critical business asset.

What organizations need is a translation of data

into information. Many research organizations and

data providers are looking for data driven

solutions which will enable them to process the

data extraction from multiple sources in a faster,

more accurate, more secure and transparent way

to support their business. 

How we can help you to become

datadriven 

We master all types of data sources and have

many years of experience with various types of

data platforms. Of course, we’ve got the tech part

down. But, we also know how to inspire and

guide you through a dense forest of digital

opportunities and develop a solution that fits your

business best.

Improve processing time data by 200%;

Data processing time from 2 weeks to 1;

Reduce need for manual labor by 80%;

Improved data quality by 60%.

KEY BENEFITS OF OUR
SOLUTION



Process data extraction from

multiple sources faster, more

accurate, more secure and in

a transparent way

 

We inspire and guide our clients through a

dense forest of digital opportunities. 

We design and build innovative solutions that

have the power to transform your business.

So that you stay competitive and can continue

to grow. Digital Strategy execution that makes

you more agile and flexible. Advanced

Analytics that gives you insight what happens

now or in the nearby future by recognising

specific patterns in your data. Modern user-

interfaces for the web or mobile devices that

are built in weeks vs months and years.

ABOUT HEROES

Data solution for research companies 

Often the processing of the data extractions is

done manually by one person. It takes one FTE,

about half a month, to collect, unpack, rename,

structure, process and archive all extractions.

In short, the current way of working is very time-

consuming, error prone, not transparent enough

in according to new regulations and certainly not

future proof.

For Stichting Informatievoorziening voor Zorg en

Onderzoek (STIZON) we have built a futureproof

data-driven solution which enables them to

process data extractions, from different sources,

faster, more accurate, more secure and in a

transparent way to better support their business

model. 

Reliable and accurate data 

For companies as Stizon it is crucial that they can

count on reliable & accurate data while

guaranteeing privacy. This new Azure data

platform helps them to structure data in the right

way, process it and enables them to deliver it

faster with zero- error prone.

Fig 1. Example of dashboard 

https://www.heroes.nl/heroes#

